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…was the taxed parameter of skyline breath of once intake exhale 
in foreign drag of corpsal light through the vacancy of ever known 
forgotten in an instanced breath haven of what which spill of the 
drag what purpose final as composure stillness of eye & out of 
which what fallen shards of frozen meat in cavalcade redress wild 
edge of night to embrace as abattoir silences cascade throughout 
as wounds to breach tear in an aftermath of solace weight of some 
absolute abort it pares away the teeth of emblem lightless barren 
where once shattered concrete ocular to rove throughout given 
from out of solace haven dispel shadow across the gaping orifice 
of spell it all out nothing of the matter lessened ever as if to collect 
the bones the teeth skinned of purpose hollowed out the forage 
ever as from where to breathe is to simulacrum film upon 
weightless dressage where blessed terse is the fallen crux of 
bestowed upon garotted sunlight asked of never once answered 
stillness to breach echo-light to vertigo presence absence all called 
ashore where to follow lack trace of footsteps taken through rotting 
pulse bulb diameter fixed upon where pupil of to gaze in the reek 
of silence where no sounds abide still-born the nothingness of 
having been of being in elected to this of follow it through until 
claimed a blade to the throat of exist syllabus cold shoulder have 



of which echo-echo redempt nothing of the birthed what 
shadowing effortless to torn from the skyline of recollect fallen 
forage nothing ever of to measure as blind-sighted where to of the 
silence of never having been locked to the closed fist that pummels 
the else of essence spectral as cast upon a bare white wall of release 
the wolves the hyenic conglomeration spill of ejaculate in voidal 
null as if to collide where to of which seasons that drift throughout 
across the denuded shadowing of filament exigent collision 
broken bodies cold flesh as words cascade unto to drag the 
pregnant weight of collapse it din reclusion solace in the afterglow 
of meat throughout spasm upon reckless headless devour a cold 
wind of ever-closure open up until where to dream of is to dieth a 
little else of more than what structure bathes in the milk of blood 
a tense will obscure collects the passage of bone dice scattered as 
if to measure nothing as before colourless distance the obscene 
pulse striata of carnival haven of rot to pierce the flight from as 
once was in of which to collect repeats the circus phlegm spat in 
the face a cadaverine occult the flayed canine laughter of breathe 
of what will redeems says no of nothing ever of where once spoken 
of what lack to brace recollects the ever of what once where 
features of which collide never of the vital essence amphetamine 
shit in the veins of rapture the white of the eyes revealed a noose 
snares the throat of being ever from the commence until 
slaughterhouse landscape births one thousands butterflies razor 
wings ablaze in seizure none/ none of which ever transitory fallen 
upon the blade of the outset shears throughout where no wound 
closeth ever until all lights snuffed out fathom less than of what in 
senseless collectively fucking the lungs of haven as if to breach 
where to roundelay a bird in the bush neither of the hands that 
grip for the throat of all that once came restless light of the once 
undone as to utter once of the stains that collect the pelts the rat’s 
night crusade of which bitten to the core incision marks the restless 
bones to vibrate in pageant lack breakage of the silt that coats the 



skin of murmurs the bled sun artery rip from lapse it lung to coat 
the bodily obscure of nothing ever ever none of which cleft the 
sanded realms char excise a collective of footprints smeared out 
by the wind’s obsolete blind pare away of secretive never a trace 
to build as flay what carcass ever once of haven entourage the 
funereal procession of a slash-mark smile that extends from one 
horizon to the other bled will out of the insanity cold sweat pasture 
of to the the toothen edge aligned by bloodless covering the char 
of ashen promise whereof to sing from the base whore’s lungs cast 
across the surgeon’s table a reckless dirge of echoing of where 
speech a regrettable night ever-vast to stretch from fathom none to 
none of fathom where to patience of the weight until closure 
orifice spray of distended blood ochre ocular kicking the dust 
from the elected to this without origin the silence of never having 
been a vibrate in the skull of the dead pulse shattering within the 
tension surface false start begins again yet no merely of to replicate 
colours the like of which a blood-stain from a lacerated limbs bare 
bones to expose where bitten of colourless lapse of meat echo-
vibrate a striate of paranoical child’s bones to breach where surface 
align is at the nucleus of given speech dies of which in the fallen 
light the dim ocular roving what matter it falls upon ever nothing 
once twice nay unto follow to element scar attrition absolution no 
it follows after the final carcass colouring the beauty of discoloured 
flesh sings to the overture of carrion flies as hangeth all sung 
forgotten never of the once till collectively fucking the night from 
the ongoing sentence to bled dry as bone sudden death of absence 
sky turn of will the reek of breathe non-else a spasm a roundelay 
of naught redeems the surrogate fairwell it strips the blood the 
harlot nocturne closure of what will seasoned to trace as the body 
fades to silent rupture a razor demise where to once wrought 
exigent collapse striate of once as if to collect seasoned whereof… 
 



(…broken emblems of eye line the sands where the bones of 
breath are a teasement of desire & avaricious intent an incapacity 
a spurious collision of extension as skinned of weight all along it 
matters little a before an aftermath a collage of sickness scattered 
aloft from the lungs of given ever nothing of it as a mockery of 
teeth trace violent colourings of a slaughterhouse breathe of what 
nectar eyeline flung to the hyenic laughter speechless tint closure 
of some other wound a breakage of vacant solace collects in haven 
nothingness to carve the adroit ever to dispel mocking the wound 
to a collapse of furious intend in an abort of echoing silences…)… 
 

 
 

  



 
(-/+) 

…zone vault erasure bloodshed cell shard of expels dead laughter 
a body broken stone efficacy blind repeater absence burn black 
sentience of elected to door slams shut in gait of which taken from 
distance echo of ever stone light burnish hollow oxide stillness 
were to breach vapours of which to collect in barren lights vertigo 
of shed pelts yet nothing ever as before where night to caress fallen 
obscure till of what signature silence ashen expect as to be what 
nothing of accord of final overture shadow-lock dried essence to 
peel away from striate of solace ever colours of which once known 
to fade into an extinct of obscure devour whereof exigent of what 
haven promise nothing of where recollect strip light it breatheth 
film to denude a corpse of final judgement what will done overture 
of nothing ever to collect where bones of certitude lay to rot in 
outstretch of landscape devoid of detail pulse spent shrapnel 
echos out from lack of which taken from what given of until strikes 
a match inglorious to follow exposed but for an instance final 
traceless of dim record birthed of never once ever flay wind turn 
of lapse obscure as meat violent reveal cold dice a tumult of frenzy 
light excise scar tissue breath dislodge colours of which in like what 
spasm collide opulent night long distance short snap shut abort it 
turns light insert reclaim utters none recede breath spoken lock 
unto foreign of dissolve it too bleeds out in it of lack echo night of 
accord as on it carrieth broke bone pissoir absenteeism shard 
white lack return unto where breath forsake all sung it know/ it 
forgotte(n) drag of corpsal wind to taste flay of which corridor 
waste breath wastage of shouldered the cross of breath hunger 
avarice collapse into what breathless gnarl extricate headless 
attrition meld colour of which die down echo repeat it fade of out 
whereby to unto nothing forage cold dice to flow aptitude for 
psychosial extent of which driven reflect expel of meat collision 
repertoire all what said unsaid ever of reflect of white cell 
bloodshed lapse it till of which repeats it nothing of what matter 
now it floweth an open sewer of scum division breathless tint of 



sun to illuminate where pageant frenzy can only never of to which 
fingers to outreach of to unto void nothing of in ever solace 
collapse weight forage furtive rescind steps never once colourless 
abandon breakage point what redress as to burn in black weight is 
to nocturne carnivale extend carousel music-box of nothing ever 
terse will winds to caress cataract blood-spill it speaketh laughter 
of an unsung pulse white light flash surface exposed tension to bite 
is to bleed of in rag & bone recoil from where passage from naught 
till obsolete is to beckon fragratory entity solace absence final gone 
ever of forgotte(n) tidal once less than was before of nothing ever 
shadow of breathe where tint of closure shadow nothing of where 
to absence bone warp of pulse bulb ideation to expel catacomb 
depth ever of to which what forth null & voidal burn black 
weightless dislocate in foreign laughter of where to of to of to/ 0/ 
concrete nullity breaketh spill of foreign speech embrace as words 
die out reclamation no film to pierce reveal of where lense smear 
across of which strung up bled dry from orificial wounds spectre 
of final to vibrate in so much of entity whispers of being to collect 
in gutters of ashen promise final as before whereby to sink into 
where scum erasure a pit of lapse until where lack breathe shadow 
collision is to reflect upon where gait absent as before to collage 
broken light crack frozen upon in sliver sound of claustrophobe 
where to of in which it out-spill of candelabra night extinguish all 
known properties as on it transpire lacking as before of what want 
of which nothing of matter if nor for comes to forth of collect 
spasm outspoke cold as of what dawn precede as outstretch ever-
night to suffocate in blind outreach till obsolete claim upon where 
distance shatter it this flay from one nor other crack bone suck of 
marrow taste attrition tint in respoke dead traces to blossom in 
spoke from which haven to colour it in of which lapse of what will 
to terse as reclaim echo of once neither perhaps thrice ocular rove 
in of through which of some to dream of it non-fathom suck upon 
fragrant ash stretch out neither weight nor of before where flesh 
appears in dislocate in meat of substance never of to speech lack 
return of reclamation rotten fruit in gash of glint of where blade 



subside it to follow onward a listless extol of exigent fragrant 
nothing ever to return where to chemical utter blind no another as 
of which to collide with or which spasm crystalline nectar of 
whereby as if to spell it all out forget forgotte(n) from once which 
it came…  
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…stun blank weight see null close weight stun dark hollow of…eye 
lock nothing paralysis gesture rip blood another none…absent 
lapse flow silence vertigo eye snap bone cut echo…burn black null 
seize broke stone night nothing collapse…all once remove it-
shadow snap cold chill fever frenzy of…ice lock strip meat none 
abort carry lapse it what follow…none which taste which until 
breath vulture flay wind of…once never outcry depth drift dead 
forage upturn eye/ as…fall final ask it no collide spill crimson 
shadow silence…nothing ever closure open sky one other if subtle 
breath…dead once cull it-breathe stray night as of sung lapse 
afar…distant amber lock hold ever null what drift collision 
of…trace what once cold flesh breakage bone collect fathom…out 
what once never of silentee echo dim collapse ever…drift all done 
said what close door ritornello wind abort…walls womb ever night 
nothing before spit laughter/ un-…wound pulse overture lack unto 
vision of erase night all…palms cup psalms dredge eye wilt ever 
excise have of it…nothing ever dredge what waste spill enzyme 
collect silent…bone shadow lapse it wilt cold dredge of light upon 
else…in-dream shadow ice pelt coloureality nothing ever 
what…lung trace a/ bit shale opulent cauterize ever foreign all…all 
dense what of shear meat speculate obsolete ever as …trace of/ 
winds collective absolve no closure emblem it… laughter broke 
valve black erase commence spill of bled…gone once gnaw 
jawbone crack close spell of hesitant as…grind of lapse what fall 
forage distance ever bleed null all…split sheen emblem taste strip 
veins shadowy dislodge it of…throat final caress blade bite upon 
bled lack once until…remove cold colour semblance redeem 
astray cold colour…rind snow rind upon what ever nothing trace 
broke stone ice…was once no collision flay wind dirt clog silence 
of ever…hunger avarice what nay thrice pageant ever no not 
once…scar upon pledge deal whereof upon cold skin 
attrition…tear lack realm solace pit sudden ash collapse what 
breath…exit yes or no regard from distance upon trace null 



shatter…to be done ache it colour what if in speech disclosure 
no…solace spit upon gait strip skin reclaim blood swarm 
until…ever-light sedentary rip cold sheets violent trace of 
which…disregard never once ever nothing ever cold dice spill/ 
of…rip dealt distance null closure tongue strip have of 
which…walls wound absolve drought abandon collapse into/ 
as…ashen concrete breath intake cast of where once none all…drag 
will wind tongue froze teeth night ablaze echo entity…pennies 
upon eye/s salder weight nothing of ever neither…if what done it 
cold lapse shadow upon smear meat till…crack breath haven 
solace no nectar fall(en) hours upon…rip meat of closure gait 
impale flesh stigmata silence of…veins open skyline blood to 
caress it done fade out until…echo landscape nothing labyrinth of 
no some other than…eye froze weight it closure upon lapse upturn 
till ongoing…fingers twitch blade din of meat scatter broken 
reclaim it…(vicious goes the…)/ depth vault / shatter obsolete 
tidal…outcry silent expanse shadow nocturne ambient 
slaughter…petal cast wind effortless ablaze exile bound bones 
null…speech redempt nothing of it abort what will final edge…strip 
skin opulence night edge colour-it lapse…neither it…locket spasm 
broke stone flesh erasure solace whisper…orchid breath observe 
clear sight blood in mouth weight…shit collision harvest bones 
bled nullity obsolete nothing…fall eye fall further nocturne spasm 
utter dark wind of…edge redeem struck from out cold shadow 
syringe dust…swarm maggot glow of sun fathom erasure skyline 
fall…bled out till collect meat din of excise exigent of night…deep 
stillness wound collect flesh mar mard spat out unto…eyes smear 
out fall nothing of what till of collect drag until…devour purpose 
isolate dense walls erasure butcher light…dense night ever reek 
deep meat terse will what end of flow…ice barb sculpture bone 
unto advance cut short bleed of…eviscerate cold chase ocular 
death breathe semblance it…waste upon/ foreign ground obsolete 
terse what absence…ring-a-ring-a-rosey guts torn flagellate 
soundless as light…all what said still-born attrition famine feast 
upon night…film cataract shadow light burn closer still never if/ 



other…stone wind lapse blood burn to obscure dense ice 
echo…colour sear what of excise given tillage flesh veranda/ 
as…extract broken terse obsolete words prayers Ave wastage…still 
tension ache attrition feast or no discharge callous…cold dredge 
abort reverb traceless origin fall ever of it…hands dead foreign tide 
stricken from proverbial ever…terse it layeth no forage concrete 
seeds upon nothing ever…circus pageant hyena vibrate laughter 
long shadow fall…gnarl upon throughout it to follow breakage 
bones lack…stone deafened colours that pare away melt plastic 
waxen…exposed meat strip of skin flowering grave nothing 
visible…fingernails extract of blood pared light colourless 
attrition…ice will wrench it of which door slam gait reveal shard 
of…embers traces white lapse fission fallen fission/ exit 
sign…metallic reek child play alone breathe it absenteeism 
of…mirror crack hasten shadow drag of kick scream fragment…all 
what sung/ spacial close of tongue swallow down (sh)it…crack 
fingers fathom echo of to touch recoil in flame/ it…black of out 
spoke broken asp of which collide/ breakage…to touch passage 
through liquid light/ observe flame…butcher lung edge to flow 
through din light kaleidoscope…all what night walls burn black 
inhalation razor efficacy…nothing ever/ cane blind trace seeks 
what in all/ excise…null by mouth close vacant effortless silence 
shadowing…nothing ever there once of which snare corporeal 
night…eviscerate tongue torn collage sky torn across wet 
blood…spat laughter echo rock back forth soiled 
underwear…silence flow of fathom no it taken from till silence 
ever…weight bone collect gone as once traceless recollect 
din…terse what light forage unto bereft light cold water 
flow…dense lung nectar haven close eye burn it to of trace of…elect 
pageantry silver where shadow realm lock collage…semblance ever 
rip gnarl spill fuck upon denuded flesh…entity lapse solace reek 
strip wind sudden once ever as…trace desire promise cull final 
forage words erasure all…bled from never less absolve long 
shadow distance tidal…reek havoc nullity collapse stray silence 
engulf listless as…ever less it emblem ablaze sudden to expire 



kaleidoscopic…strip ever taste wild shudder expel blood warp to 
taste…drag silt have or broken neither of as was what once…cold 
collision membrane embers shadowy trace ever as…bites it lock 
further forgotte(n) pestle mortar bone dust…taste attrition 
absolution foreign night unsung pageantry…solace breath night’s 
embrace seasonal hour escapade…brace as if once known repeats 
it false start collapse no…fingers of outreach recoil sudden white 
flash static light…dense meat haven as rot of which subside terse 
abandon…hunger avarice recollect transpire never of what 
once…delirium skull breathless overture fathom none as 
gone…ever silenteeism stricken from what book laughter 
shred…flowers scatter upon what corpse of light endless 
charity…solder eye removal trace wind return scar upon scar 
of…elixir absence vacant absolute char wind will of 
breach…distance never once edge until caress blade where 
once…stasis colours endless redeem hand surrogate 
bloodless…breath shard intake shadow form hand brace lapse 
upon…cloud shadow upon facial surface eye alone it to 
forage…lock stillness abort fragratory effervescence colloidal 
…lack to taste it will nothing of to recoil it ever unto of…slipstream 
nectar hollow orchid teasement claps hand… solace meat what 
once night’s edge echo din were null…froze outcry irredeem 
collects bone silences over of until…drag salient a-grin noose of 
teeth elected to obscure it…laughter long concrete shadowing de 
Chirico stillness… haven spilled milk a-cry nothing of matter shard 
within… catararact blind edge season promise neither of what 
till…all while it of nothing as before what claim of which…distance 
trace reclamation absent force resurgent ever…into/ unto/ collision 
redeem sudden spectrum glint…ablaze of vertigo sharpened slash 
of light-mark upon…distill of vacancy eye roll to of back recollect 
observes…spoke then whisper trace of long bled final where 
to…never for the of nor which to spell it all out graven of…neither 
of where once before travail as if to murmur…all what fall down/ 
all what fall down unto/ nothing ever… 


